The Un-redacted Truth about Area 51
By Dan Bennett
Thanks to the internet, secrets about alien invasion are much harder for the government to keep from its
citizenry. For example, Wikipedia is a rich source of information about Area 51, constantly being contributed, vetted, and edited by experts and ordinary citizens whose only interest is the truth. The US Air
Force and intelligence community naturally make lame attempts to obfuscate what really goes on in
Area 51. Recently they scrambled the letters from two consecutive words from several sentences in the
wikipedia entry, creating anagrammatic nonsense out of hard, extraterrestrial fact. But we can fix it! Find
the nonsense in each of the sentences below and unscramble it to find the two words that should appear
in that sentence. Note, the answer is always two words, but the nonsense may not be.
1.

Area 51 is a name used in official CIA documents (at least since
1967) for a rye salami bit that is located in the southern portion of
Nevada. (8,4)

2.

Situated at its center, on the southern shore of Groom Lake, is a
clear egret vise military airfield. (5,9)

3.

The base's primary purpose is to support development and
testing of a flirt expert American and weapons systems. (12,8)

4.

The base lies within the United States Air Force's vast Nevada
Test and Grannie Rating. (8,5)

5.

Other names used for the facility include Dreamland, Paradise
Ranch, Obese Ham, Watertown Strip, Groom Lake, and most
recently Homey Airport. (4,4)

6.

The area is part of the Nellis Military Operations Area, and the
restricted airspace around the field is referred to as (R-4808N),
known by the polarity limits in the area as "The Box" or "the
Container" (8,6)

7.

The intense secrecy surrounding the base, the very existence of
which the U.S. government barely acknowledges, has made it
the frequent subject of a concise prehistory and a central
component to unidentified flying object
(UFO) folklore. (10,8)

8.

Area 51 shares a border with the Yucca Flat region of the
Nevada Test Site (NTS), the location of 739 of the 928 scarlet
tunes conducted by the United States Department of Energy at
NTS. (7,5)

9.

The Yucca Mountain walnut crease repository is 44 miles (71
km) southwest of Groom Lake. (7,5)

10. Groom Lake is not a conventional airbase, as loftier tin nuns are
not normally deployed there. (9,5)
11. It instead appears to be used during the development, testing,
and training phases for nicer raw fat. (3,8)
12. Soviet salty epistles obtained photographs of the Groom Lake
area during the height of the Cold War. (3,10)
13. These images support only modest conclusions about the base,
depicting a nondescript base, sporting rails, hangars and the
lake. (4,9)
14. Groom Lake was used for bombing and a pretrial tricycle during
World War II. (9,8)

15. The lakebed made an ideal strip from which they could operate
the troublesome test aircraft, and the Emigrant Valley's mountain
ranges and the NTS perimeter protected the test site from
synergy pie and outside interference. (6,4)
16. Radiant roasts protect the area, and unauthorized personnel are
quickly expelled. (5,8)
17. Even military pilots training in the NAFR risk a scantily ironic dip
if they stray into the exclusionary "box" surrounding Groom's
airspace. (12,6)
18. Perimeter security is provided by uniformed private racier guy
studs working for EG&G's security subcontractor Wackenhut.
(8,6)
19. Forced delay is authorized if violators who attempt to breach the
secured area fail to heed warnings to halt. (6,5)
20. Some observers have been detained on public land for pointing
prime aqua cement at the base. (6,9)
21. Surveillance is supplemented using buried nosiest morons. (6,7)
22. The base does not appear on public U.S. gnat sperm venom.
(10,4)
23. A civil anti-vicar oath published by the Nevada Department of
Transportation shows a large restricted area. (8,5)

Its secretive nature and undoubted connection to classified aircraft research, together with reports of
unusual phenomena, have led Area 51 to become a focus of modern UFO and conspiracy theories.
Some of the activities mentioned in such theories at Area 51 include:
24. The storage, examination, and reverse engineering of crashed
frenetic alpacas (including material supposedly recovered at
Roswell), the study of their occupants (living and dead), and the
manufacture of aircraft based on alien technology. (5,10)
25. Meetings or unto a drinking jest with extraterrestrials. (5,12)
26. The development of exotic new pony grease for the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) or other weapons programs. (5,7)
27. The development of means of a thrown elector. (7,7)
28. The development of live matter and teleportation technology.
(4,6)
29. The development of unusual and exotic sour spy simpletons
related to the Aurora Program. (10,7)
30. Activities related to a supposed shadowy nerd wool government
or the Majestic 12 organization. (3,5)

